
Good Evening all, 

We have just experienced a season like no other and the first thing we should do is congratulate each other in 

putting in all the hard work to complete 130 matches [77% schedule] amidst a global pandemic. In June most 

expected there would be no cricket at all. Our cricket included competitive Cup and Plate fixtures all of which 

were eventually completed despite the unbelievable amount of August rain. At zoom meetings we agreed to 

push fixtures back into September to allow an 8-week programme rather than one of 7 weeks. However, as we 

might have forecast a number were not played. But I am so proud of your determination to “get the game on.”  

As we agreed, to help get cricket moving, that we would suspend some UAJCA control mechanisms and 

despite the atrocious weather, fixtures were rearranged where required. Undoubtedly, we would not have 

been able to complete all Cup competitions without this and your determined efforts to decide cup-ties on the 

field without recourse to the undesirable “coin-toss” backstop. However, completion of a few Cup-tie fixtures 

was protracted by wet weather and waterlogged grounds. Others though did get them on, even playing on 

Saturday mornings [unheard of!] 

However, as collectively you voted at the close of last year to significantly tighten the rearrangement 

regulations for league and cup matches, the option for rearrangement will normally only apply to rained-off 

matches in 2021. But at this stage we do not know what degree of Covid-19 hygiene restrictions will be 

imposed, although it seems likely we may have a ‘fuller’ 2021 season allowed. YCB had already informed us 

that Covid-19-secure indoor training will be allowed this winter, but the Lockdown has over-ridden that. 

In the 2019 season, Oakworth CC managed three Cup wins, all the Finals on the same day; this year Cup 

dominance came from Great Horton Church CC with all four Cups gained, an amazing outcome. This year the 

dales-based clubs also featured prominently, ironically a year when they would have both hosted ‘Grand 

Finals’. I propose Settle and U Wharfedale should host Finals days in 2021. if UAJCA is allowed them. I also 

want to acknowledge the participation from Barnoldswick CC who joined our Association in this testing year. It 

is not easy joining a new league with young inexperienced players. Welcome and well-done BCC. Sadly, 

anticipated involvement by Long Lee CC was a victim of the pandemic; and loss of Wilsden CC from our ranks is 

another blow for the Bingley area following recent losses of Congs, Denholme and Cullingworth. There were 

also just five representative matches played with mixed results.  

This November meeting as usual will deal with rule change proposals and in this respect my colleague Mr 

Gilert and I have some clarifying enhancements to put forward. 

But then all our eyes will begin to turn to the 2021 season… still an unknown quantity as most scientists are 

saying the winter will bring further infections and complications, although news on the vaccine front offers 

hope. Yet the belief at YCB is that pent-up demand for cricket remains ready to explode. I hope they are right! 

But what is clear as crystal is that to get back to the pre-2020 season level of optimism that led to a 20% 

increase in the number of teams we would field, we will all need to focus even more heavily on retention and 

recruitment in the pre-season period. My feeling is that it needs to be a concerted effort by all our members 

with as much support as can be offered by the YCB, local Senior Leagues and local Media.  

I am aware that all our members have their own club Facebook page and quite a few of our villages/towns also 

have local village hub Facebook sites.  It strikes me that a co-ordinated and sustained publicity campaign 

through all these channels and others could significantly increase interest. Where clubs have twitter accounts 

a bombardment there will also help. Linkage with schools also needs somehow to be strengthened. A 

collective minimum target should be to get back to the 161 entry we originally had for 2020. 

On a Personal note, I wish you all to know that after the 2022 season in my 75th year, I intend to stand down 

from my current portfolio of roles within UAJCA. However, I do remain keen to be involved with clubs in 

helping to rebuild the junior scene, following the worst of Covid-19. Should, as I believe, the Secretary’s role be 

split into three [Secretary, Fixtures Secretary and Umpiring Co-ordinator] I may consider one of those roles, 

but not all three, always assuming I am elected of course! 


